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COMING EVENTS
Working Bees
December 7

Kangaroo Count
November 30
See page 8 for
details

The climate wheel for nearby
Mitcham is illustrated below
along with a graph of predicted
changes. The results are
sobering. They predict just
three seasons in future: spring,
a protracted period of hot dry
conditions they call ‘new
summer’, and autumn. Winter
as we know it will disappear.

In August Glenn, Simon and I
spent half a day planting
Blackwood Acacia melanoxylon
seedlings in Koala Gully. The
trees were grown by Urrbrae
TAFE students from seed
collected from a remnant
population in Wild Dogs Glen
noted by Enid Robertson almost
30 years ago. But with the
spectre of climate warming
hanging over us, I couldn’t help
think that Blackwoods were
probably not the most
appropriate species to be
planting. Blackwoods love cool,
moist places. Think Tasmania.
They cling precariously to life in
the reserve by growing only in
cool, wet, steep south-facing
valleys.
What of climate change? What
can we expect the future climate
to look like here in the reserve? A
recent collaboration by the
Australian National University’s
School of Art & Design and the
Climate Change Institute
attempts to illustrate in simple
terms what our world might look
like in 2050. To do so they have
created climate ‘wheels’ for 4000
locations across Australia
comparing average temperature
and rainfall data from 1960-1990
to that predicted for 2050*.
Parameter
Mean annual temperature

What does a 2.5°C increase in
mean annual temperature and
a 25% decrease in rainfall look
like? I haven’t yet studied the
charts to track down sites with
climates that currently are a
match to our predicted one.
But, wherever they are, I
imagine the vegetation is more
likely to support mallee
eucalypts than Blackwoods.

Pete Bird

1960-1990

2050

Change

20.8°C

23.3°C

+2.5°C

Extreme summer temps

+3.3°C

No. days >30°C

42

No. days >40°C

1

Average annual rainfall

620-720-mm

+

81

+39 days

6

+5 days

465-540-mm

25%

+

Lower elevations based on Waite campus; upper elevations based on Belair (Joseph, G. 2006.
Waite Conservation Reserve Re-vegetation Plan. TAFE SA. Unpublished report.)

*The visual climate tool can be viewed at: https://myclimate.acf.org.au

Tracking through time — Colin Conor
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Tracking through time — continued
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Doing ecology in the reserve
TERN visit
On 16 September the Terrestrial
Ecosystem Research Network visited
their Ecosystem Surveillance plot on
western Urrbrae Ridge to demonstrate
monitoring techniques to University of
SA Environmental Monitoring students
…and me.
Emrys Leitch and the TERN team
showed us how they assess soil and
vegetation parameters including
understorey, trunk density and tree
canopy measures. They also make
comprehensive soil and herbarium
collections including an impressive 52
native plant species from the 1-hectare
plot.
Emrys Leitch (TERN) and UniSA students at Urrbrae Ridge plot
(Pete Bird)

Pete Bird

Composite 360˚ view of the TERN plot on Urrbrae Ridge (Emrys Leitch)

Monitoring understorey
Last newsletter I mentioned a project to monitor
understorey condition in the reserve. Started in
spring last year, I finished scoring the final few
sites in September. The methodology simply estimated percent cover of all native understorey
species on 10x10-m quadrats at each of 51 previously established photopoints. Here broadly
are the summary statistics.

Boundary had poor diversity. Report card?
Could do better!
Pete Bird

Eighty native understorey species were recorded
in total across all quadrats. Mean native species
per quadrat was 5.1 ± 6.6 (Range 0-29). Nineteen quadrats (37%) had no native understorey
species. Mean cover of native species was 8.0 ±
12.4% (Range: 0-44%). As expected, the higher
parts of the reserve including Quartz Hill,
Pultenaea Hill and Urrbrae Ridge had reasonable diversity. Lower parts such as Western
Slopes, Wild Dogs Glen and the Southern
No native plants were detected in Quadrat 25 on Netherby
Spur
Friends of Waite Reserve
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Members wanted
Most organisations I have ever been involved
in have very few active members, those who

While we appreciate non-members who get
their hands dirty as much as members who
don’t, it would be great to increase our membership a little. Not so much for our coffers
(only $15) but for demonstrating that we are a
dynamic and happening group when it comes
to applying for grants and suchlike.

roll up their sleeves and contribute. Friends
of Waite Reserve bucks the trend. This year
we had 50 people contribute to working bees
alone. But when recently I was asked to supply membership information to Department
for Environment & Water I could muster only
20 current financial members.

Please consider joining/renewing.
See membership form here:
http://www.communitywebs.org/
friendsofwaiteconservationreserve/

Pete Bird

Thar be dragons!
It is fitting that in a newsletter featuring the
geology of the reserve, we also include an
article on the Tawny Dragon Ctenophorus
decresii. These pretty little lizards are one of a
dozen or so rock or crevice dragons that
occupy
rocky
ranges
across
southern
Australia. In warm weather up to 10 or so can
be seen perched atop the outcropping ‘upper
arkosic quartzite’ of Harold’s Lookout and
nearby Caves Gully (see Colin’s article). They
are very confiding but will dart off to hide in a
rock crevice if you approach too closely.
Deep rock crevices are obligatory habitat for
Tawny Dragons both for shelter and to lay
their clutch of 3-8 eggs. Not all rocks are
equal. While there are many rocks in the
reserve, only those at Harold’s Lookout and
Caves Gully appear to have sufficient crevices
of the appropriate dimensions. The only other
place I have seen them locally is at Union
Quarry on the freeway just beyond our northeast boundary. Rather than using the Mitcham
Quartzite however, they were sheltering in
dumped concrete slabs! Obviously the crevices
between the slabs were just the right
dimension for their naturally flattened bodies
to squeeze into!

Friends of Waite Reserve

Tawny means orange-brown or yellowishbrown and refers to the dorsal colouring of
the male (see photo). The female’s more
subdued brown tones blend in with the rocky
substrate. Ctenophorus means ‘comb-bearer’
for their fringed eyelids, and decresii
celebrates Denis Decrès, French vice-admiral
and Navy minister to Napoleon.
The reserve list also includes the Eastern
Bearded Dragon Pogona barbata. I don’t
doubt the authenticity of the record but have
not seen one in 20 years of looking. Neither
has Manager Tony Weatherly on adjacent
‘Springwood Park’. Anyone else seen one in
the reserve?
Pete Bird
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Sheoak Loop Trail
Work on the Sheoak Loop Walking trail has
largely been completed. The new trail has
already achieved what it was designed to do,
which was to direct walkers away from
walking from Gate 97, up Sheoak Slope and
across the significant vegetation on Quartz
Hill. Signs have been placed on either side of
Quartz Hill to direct walkers to the new trail.

The trail starts near the picnic tables at the
top of the Waite Loop (Gate 88) and follows
the Yurrebilla Trail to Gate 89. From there it
descends to the Big Quarry and returns to
the start using the old horse trails of the
Peregrine Point Trail. The walk is easiest if
done in this anti-clockwise fashion.

The track that had established to the left of the sign
is well on the way to being naturally re-vegetated.

New markers which invert the colours of the
existing Waite Loop markers have been
produced and placed at various points
along the trial. There are new signs on Gate
89 as well as a large map similar to the one
below to guide walkers. The map has been
placed at the junction of the Waite Loop,
Yurrebilla and Sheoak Loop trails.

Friends of Waite Reserve
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Sheoak Loop Trail
The trail takes walkers past the geologically
interesting quarry, just east of Quartz Hill.
This quarry has an excellent example of a
anti-cline (up-fold) in the quartzite as well as
a vertical wall which displays ripples from
the sea-floor of 700 million years ago. The
descent towards the Big Quarry
gives
walkers good views towards the Adelaide
CBD.

The largest amount of work on the trail has
been the building of more than 70 steps in
a section where the slopes vary between 14°
and 21°, (the desired maximum slope is 7°)
Some steps have been built from stone
collected from the immediate area, but most
s t e p s ha ve b e e n b u i l t f r om
permapine.
The process for making the steps has been
to measure the slope, work out how many
steps are needed and then calculate how
much timber will be required. Kate
Delaporte has then bought the materials
and Clint has built the steps at home.

A considerable amount of leveling and
terracing has had to be done on the
descending section of the trail in order to
make it safe for walkers.

The structure is then stripped back to its
top and bottom steps and its sidewalls. This
step frame is then transported to the site.
The steps, which weigh 4kg each, are
carried down in separate bundles. Once the
frame is on site, the trail is leveled and the
frame is put into place. The steps are then
re-attached and their undersides packed
with rock to keep them stable. The rock is
then covered with soil, followed by a topping
of dolomite sand to create the foot-bed of
each step.
Approximately 50 of these Permapine steps
have been built and placed by Clint, who
has been assisted by Charlie Vassallo.
Others who have helped with the project are
Jeff, Glasson, David Gunner and Erinne
Stirling.

Clint Garrett

Friends of Waite Reserve
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WORKING BEES

Pete Bird

From time to time I meet walkers on the trail
who stop for a chat. When they find out I’m
with the Friends they often enthuse about how
wonderful the reserve looks and what a
fantastic job we are doing, especially with olive
control. Congratulations and thanks to the 50
who have helped through the year either on
formal working bees or at other times.
Over 16 working bees or informally we have:
•
hand-pulled thousands of olive seedlings
from more than half of the reserve;
•
demonstrated weed control techniques
and overseen Drill & Fill olive control by
6 Urrbrae TAFE Horticulture students;
•
planted and guarded 600 seedling trees
grown by Urrbrae TAFE Conservation &
Land Management students. This
included hosting Bushcare’s Big Day
Out;

•

•
•

dug countless Sparaxis, Cape Tulip,
African Weed Orchid, Perennial Veldt
Grass and other weeds from better parts
of the reserve;
dragged up piles of cut olive branches for
burning;
supported the Basal Bark Spray team by
decanting BioOil.

Last Working Bee for the year:
December 7—Meet Springfield Gate (Gate 82)
near big tank on Hillside Rd, Springfield.
Check and service seedling trees and guards
put in on Western Slopes earlier this year.
That’s it for the year. We’ll re-commence Sat 4
April when we will again hit the slopes to make
the world (or a little bit of it) a better place. In
the mean time feel free to visit the reserve on
cooler days over the intervening period. Olives
never sleep!

Friends guarding trees on western slopes on Bushcare’s Big Day Out in September
Photo: Glen Gale

Friends of Waite Reserve
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Geology-the eastern excursion – Chrissie Hagger
Hard to resist an invitation to go back into the
4th Dimension - not just back in time, but Deep
Time. An opportunity to gain some understanding of the geology of the Waite Conservation
Reserve, and an appreciation off what lies below
its soil and vegetation cover.
And that’s exactly what Colin Conor, Adjunct
Associate Professor (Geology) from the School of
Natural and Built Environments at UniSA,
offered with his recent spring tour of the Waite
Conservation Reserve.
The morning excursion took us back - 1000
million years back - into time. Colin gave us an
impression of what occurred over geological
time, back to when the reserve was a narrow
marine basin, part of an ancient seaway. Yes,
Wild Dog Glen was once under the sea, and to
demonstrate this at one rock wall, Colin showed
us the ripple marks which indicate the presence
of wave action and shoreline currents of the
shallow sea that existed here some 700 million
years ago.
More generally, Colin spoke of the geological
activity of the Mount Lofty and Flinders Ranges
including when the area was part of a lengthy
mountain building chain that once extended into
Antarctica. He explained the principles of
tectonic forces - the inexorable processes which
over millions of years contort, bend and control
the Earth’s crust - and the way, in conjunction
with climate and weather, they folded and

Photo: Jennifer Gardner

shaped South Australia and the Waite
Conservation Reserve.
The evolving land surface was further disrupted
by faulting with movement across individual
fault lines determining whether the faulted
blocks were raised or lowered. The result is
described as an ‘Etched Plain’, and of course,
the disruption continues - with fault lines such
as the Eden Burnside Fault resting at the
junction between hills and plains, remaining
active though sporadically so.
The underlying rocks influence the patterns of
the creeks and soils, and thus the vegetation.
Colin showed us ways that the location of major
stands of tree species demonstrate relationships
to slope and aspect. As examples, the Sheoak
tends to prefer well drained situations such as
the fractured quartzite on the ridge tops, while
River Red Gum concentrates in the gullies.
Our final viewing spot was Old Coach Road
looking south to the Caves, or Caves Tier, a line
of small vertical cliffs that form a clear step in
the landscape. This tier is resistant to
weathering, but Colin explained how some
weathering resulted in the formation of the
distinctive shallow caves.
It was an informative, entertaining and highly
social morning - we look forward to the next
Geological Tour!

Photo: Clint Garrett
Friends of Waite Reserve
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Two more plant species—Pete Bird
A crook back from too much chain-sawing
forced me to stop and smell the roses – or the
native equivalent – so I
went
botanising
over
winter-spring. It resulted
in the discovery of two
new native plant species
for the reserve.
The
Maroon-hood
Pterostylis pedunculata
is our third greenhood
orchid. Abundant in the
nearby
hills,
it
is
interesting to speculate
whether it was there all
along or has recently been
introduced.
As the
population was discovered next to a walking
track and comprised only 15 plants, it may
be the latter, its tiny seeds adhered to the

Join the Friends of Waite Conservation
Reserve!
Not a member? Do you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

muddy boot of a 2- or 4-legged walker. It is
nice to think that some plants introduced to
the reserve are native rather than just weeds.
As Maroon-hoods don’t mind disturbed areas,
I’m hoping they may prosper.
Following the report of Quinetia in the last
newsletter, the second new plant is another
diminutive daisy. Like Quinetia, Spoon
Stuartina Stuartina muelleri is tiny, bluegrey and cobwebby. But instead of narrow
pointed leaves, its
leaves are broad
rounded and spoonshaped. A small
population was
located straddling
the boundary
between Quartz Hill
and Stone Reserve.

Ordinary membership $15
The Membership/renewal form can be found at:
www.communitywebs.org/
friendsofwaiteconservationreserve/

Enjoy being in the Waite Conservation
Reserve?
Value the conservation of indigenous species? Print, complete and forward to this address:
Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve,
Think biodiversity matters?
Want to learn more about local plants and
University of Adelaide, Waite Campus,
animals?
PMB 1, GLEN OSMOND 5064
Want to make a practical difference?
Email: arboretum@adelaide.edu.au
Want to work cooperatively with like-minded
people?
Non-members are welcome at our activities

FWCR contacts
President: Peter Bird (0418-853 -834) pbjbird1@bigpond.com Secretary: Helen Pryor (helenpryor10@gmail.com)
Treasurer: Lynda Yates Editor: Meg Robertson
Committee: Kate Delaporte, Glenn Gale, Grant Joseph, Peter Lang, Penny Paton, Meg Robertson, Andrew Walters
Address: Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve, University of Adelaide, Waite Campus,
PMB 1, GLEN OSMOND 5064 Phone: 8313-7405
Email: kate.delaporte@adelaide.edu.au Website: www.communitywebs.org/friendsofwaiteconservationreserve/
Friends of Waite Reserve
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